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Sharyland Utilities, L.L.C. ("Sharylane) hereby requests a limited code of co uctfpaivka)
in order to permit the company to share corporate support services, described more 11y4Terein,
with its non-competitive affiliates.1
I. INTRODUCTION
Sharyland is seeking a limited code of conduct waiver to permit it to share corporate
support services in the areas of transmission and distribution operations, engineering, marketing,
business development, and purchasing of electric transmission facilities and service, which it
receives from Hunt Utility Services ("HUS"), with Sharyland's non-competitive affiliates. Prior
to the transactions approved by the Commission in Docket No. 48929,2 HUS, an indirect subsidiary
of Hunt Consolidated, Inc. ("Hcr'), provided corporate support services to Sharyland Distribution
and Transmission Services, L.L.C. ("SDTS"). However, since the completion of the separation of
SDTS and Sharyland, and the merger between SDTS and Oncor Electric Delivery Company LLC
("Oncor"), SDTS no longer receives corporate support services from HUS. HUS continues to be
an indirect subsidiary of HCI and is the affiliated shared services company conducting the day-today operations of Sharyland, as Sharyland has no employees of its own. HUS also relies on HCI
to provide certain shared services for Sharyland under 16 TAC § 25.272(c)(4).3

"Non-competitive" affiliates, as used herein and in the Commission's prior decisions, are affiliates who "do
not provide services or sell products in a competitive energy related market in Texas." Application of Lone Star
Transmission, LLC for a Limited Code of Conduct Waiver, Docket No, 45011, Order at 1, n.2 (Dec. 4, 2015).
2 Joint Report and Application of Oncor Electric Delivery Company LLC, Sharyland Distribution &
Transmission Services, L.L.C., Shatyland Utilities, L.P., and Sempra Energy for Regulatoty Approvals Under PURA
§§ 14.101, 37.154, 39.262, and 39.915, Docket No. 48929, Final Order (May 9, 2019).

3 This post-transaction management structure is further described in Docket No. 48929, Rebuttal Testimony
of D. Greg Wilks at 42.
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As permitted by the Commission's code of conduct rules, HCI and HUS are permitted to
and do provide shared services to Sharyland and Sharyland's competitive and non-competitive
affiliates in the areas of "human resources, procurement, information technology, regulatory
services, administrative services, real estate services, legal services, accounting, environmental
services, research and development unrelated to marketing activity and/or business development
for the competitive affiliate regarding its services and products, internal audit, community
relations, corporate communications, financial services, financial planning and management
support, corporate services, corporate secretary, lobbying, and corporate planning."4
However, the definition of "corporate support services" found in the Commission's code
of conduct rule could be cosnstrued as an independent prohibition on the sharing of "engineering,
purchasing of electric transmission facilities and service, transmission and distribution system
operations, and marketing," unless shared exclusively with "affiliated regulated utilities and only
for provision of regulated utility services."5 In light of this language, several utilities have
sought—and the Commission has granted—waivers to permit a utility to share these types of
corporate support services with their affiliates. Examples include waivers to permit utilities to
receive engineering and construction services from service organizations that serve both noncompetitive and competitive affiliates,6 waivers to permit utilities to provide transmission system
operations, engineering, and control room services to non-competitive affiliates,7 and a waiver to
permit a utility to receive engineering, procurement, and construction services from a (potentially)
competitive affiliate.8
This application seeks a waiver for HUS to provide shared services to Sharyland as well as
Sharyland's non-competitive affiliates in the areas of transmission and distribution operations,
engineering, marketing, business development, and purchasing of electric transmission facilities

4

16 TAC § 25.272(c)(4).

5

See 16 TAC § 25.272(c)(4).

6

Application of Lone Star Transmission, LLC for a Limited Code of Conduct Waiver, Docket No. 41503,

Order at 1 (Aug. 30, 2013).
7 Application of Cross Texas Transinission, LLC for a Limited Code of Conduct Waiver, Docket No. 45980,
Order at Finding of Fact 1 (Nov. 1, 2016); Docket No. 45011, Order at Finding of Fact 1, Conclusion of Law 6.
B Application of Wind Energy Transmission Texas, LLC for a Limited Waiver Will? Respect to its Code of
Conduct, Docket No. 38568, Order at 1 (Nov. 23, 2010).
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and service. As described below, permitting Sharyland to receive corporate support services from
HUS in these areas while also allowing HUS to provide those same services to Sharyland's noncompetitive affiliates will enhance the efficiency and excellence of Sharyland's post-separation
management and operations in a manner that will reduce ratepayer costs. Granting the requested
waiver is consistent with past Commission decisions and will not compromise the public interest.
II.

BACKGROUND AND REQUEST FOR LIMITED WAIVER

In 1999 the Texas Legislature enacted a set of provisions, codified at PURA § 39.157,
governing the relationships between regulated transmission and distribution utilities and their
competitive affiliates. The purpose of these requirements was to foster the development of the
wholesale and retail markets by prohibiting market power abuses such as "predatory pricing,
withholding of production, precluding entry, and collusion" as well as cross-subsidizations
"between regulated and competitive activities."'
The Commission subsequently adopted rules enacting the numerous code of conduct
provisions found in Section 39.157(d). These statutory directives are concerned with mitigating
potentially anti-competitive behavior and ensuring that regulated utility service is provided in a
non-discriminatory manner and is not used to subsidize competitive activities. The statute also
protects the wholesale ind retail energy markets by limiting a competitive affiliate's: (1) access to
customer information, (2) access to information about a utility's transmission system, and (3)
ability to use joint marketing or branding efforts.
The code of conduct provisions found in PURA § 39.157 and in 16 TAC § 25.272 provide
safeguards for ensuring the health of the wholesale and retail markets, while permitting the
necessary flexibility for companies to own and operate regulated and non-regulated companies.
The provisions reflect the reality of affiliate ownership by permitting corporate support services to
be shared, and by permitting the sharing of employees, facilities, information, or other resources
if the utility can prove that such sharing will not compromise the public interest.
The Commission first certificated Sharyland's predecessor, Sharyland Utilities, L.P., in
1999 to provide retail electric service to a planned community near McAllen and Mission, Texas.1°

Tex. Utils. Code § 39.157(a), (d).
Application of Shatyland Utilities, L.P. for a Certificate of Convenience and Necessity in Hidalgo County,
Texas, Docket No. 20292, Order at 1 (Jul. 9, 1999).
9

10
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In October 2001, the company obtained Commission approval of its Code of Conduct as part of
its unbundled cost of service ("UCOS") proceeding." Sharyland Utilities, L.P. drafted the Code
of Conduct to meet all the requirements of PURA § 39.157 and Commission Substantive Rule
25.272. It thereby established safeguards to govern the interaction between Sharyland Utilities,
L.P. and its affiliates to avoid potential market power abuses, inappropriate information sharing,
and cross-subsidization between regulated and unregulated activities.
As noted above, Sharyland recently separated from SDTS and Sempra Energy acquired a
50% indirect ownership stake in Sharyland.12 Sempra is an indirect investor in Sharyland by virtue
of purchasing a 50 percent limited partner interest in a newly formed Delaware limited partnership,
named Sharyland Holdings, L.P., which wholly owns Sharyland. SU Investment Partners, L.P.
("SUIP") owns the other 50 percent limited partner interest in Sharyland Holdings, and is
controlled by Hunter L. Hunt.
Upon closing of the transactions described above, Sharyland has become a much smaller
utility, with estimated annual revenue of approximately $35 million and a total rate base of
approximately $260 million. Sharyland receives all corporate support services from HUS,
including services in the areas of transmission and distribution operations, engineering, marketing,
business development, and purchasing of electric transmission facilities and service.13 Because
HUS also intends to provide these same corporate support services to other non-competitive
affiliates, Sharyland seeks—out of an abundance of caution—a waiver of 16 TAC § 25.272(c)(4)
and an amendment to its Code of Conduct consistent therewith.
With the requested waiver, HUS will provide the corporate support services referenced in
16 TAC § 25.272(c)(4) to Sharyland affiliates that own or develop non-competitive electric
infrastructure projects outside of ERCOT. By way of example, Southline Transmission, L.L.C.
currently owns the Southline Transmission Project, a proposed transmission line that will transmit
electricity across southern New Mexico and southern Arizona, located entirely outside Texas.
HUS intends to provide operations, engineering, transmission planning, purchasing of electric

11 Application of Sharyland Utilities for Approval of Unbundled Cost of Service Rate Pursuant to PURA
§39.201 and Public Utility Commission Substantive Rule §25.344, Docket No. 22348, Order at 51 (Oct. 4, 2001).
12

See supra note 14.

13 Oncor is providing transmission operator services for the Sharyland transmission assets pursuant to an
Operating Agreement. Operations services provided by HUS to Sharyland include: transmission planning, including
for generation interconnections; engineering and construction; and maintenance.
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transmission facilities and service, marketing and business development, and other corporate
support services to the Southline Transmission Project while also providing the same or similar
services to Sharyland. HUS may also provide corporate support services to other affiliates whose
business activities, although they may occur within the state, do not implicate the policies with
which the competitive affiliate rules are concerned, namely, ensuring the competitiveness of the
wholesale and retail energy markets in ERCOT.
The Commission has granted similar code of conduct waivers to utilities seeking to share
transmission engineering, operations, and construction services with non-competitive affiliates. In
Docket No. 36890, the Commission approved a waiver for Lone Star Transmission, LLC ("Lone
Star) to receive engineering and construction services from its affiliate, FPL Group, Inc. In
Docket Nos. 39551, 41503, and 45011 the Commission granted additional waivers to permit the
sharing of transmission operations and engineering services between Lone Star, FP&L, and other
NextEra affiliates. The waiver granted in Docket Nos. 39551 permitted the sharing of corporate
support services among both non-competitive affiliates and with Lone Star's competitive
affiliates.14
In Docket No. 45980, the Commission granted a waiver to permit Cross Texas to (1)
provide transmission system operations and engineering services to its non-competitive affiliates;
(2) receive transmission system operations and engineering services from its non-competitive
affiliates; and (3) provide control room services to its non-competitive affiliates outside ERCOT.
The Commission has also granted waivers for the sharing of corporate support services
with potentially competitive affiliates.15 For instance, Wind Energy Transmission Texas, LLC
("WETT") requested a code of conduct waiver to permit its affiliate Isolux Ingenieria USA
("Isolux") to provide WETT with transmission engineering, procurement, and construction
services. WETT represented that Isolux intended to provide similar services to other transmission
owners in Texas and elsewhere in the United States.16 The Commission granted the waiver without
deciding the question of whether Isolux was a competitive affiliate; however, it included in the

14 Application of Lone Star Transmission, LLC for a Limited Waiver With Respect to its Code of Conduct,
Docket No. 39551, Order at Finding of Fact No. 3 (Sep. 30, 2011).
15 Application of Wind Energy Transmission Texas, LLC for a Limited Waiver With Respect to its Code of
Conduct, Docket No. 38568, Order at 1 (Nov. 23, 2010).
16

Id. at Application at 2.
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order precautions to protect against the sharing of corporate services with any future generation
affiliate."
The waiver Sharyland seeks is nearly identical to waivers• previously granted by the
Commission, except that Sharyland is not seeking permission to share operations, engineering,
marketing, business development and purchasing of electric transmission facilities and service
with its competitive affiliates, only with its non-competitive affiliates. Granting Shaiyland the
requested waiver is not only consistent with past Commission decisions, it will enable Sharyland
to obtain necessary corporate support services from skilled HUS personnel in a cost-efficient
manner. As further described below, the sharing of corporate support services will reduce the cost
of such services for Texas ratepayers, since HUS will fully allocate the cost of services to affiliates
in a manner consistent with the Commission's rules and precedent. Sharyland will be charged
only its share of services, which should be lower than the cost to self-provide. For example, if
Sharyland requires the services of a transmission planning engineer but is able to use the services
of a HUS engineer that is also providing engineering services to Sharyland's non-competitive
affiliate, then Sharyland will bear only the cost of the time the engineer spends on Sharyland
matters, rather than the cost of a full-time planning engineer that Sharyland would be required to
bear if it self-provided that service. In addition, Sharyland will continue to implement market and
consumer safeguards, as discussed below.
III. CODE OF CONDUCT SAFEGUARDS
Sharyland will continue to require compliance with numerous code of conduct safeguards
that will further the purpose of PURA's code of conduct provisions. For instance, no personnel
will be permitted to act as a conduit for confidential information between competitive affiliates
and Sharyland by or through HUS. Safeguards will also include physically separated office spaces
for Sharyland and Texas competitive affiliates; restricted access to the information systems of
Sharyland; Code of Conduct training for all HUS and Texas competitive affiliate employees; strict
employee policies regarding the sharing of confidential information; and affiliate billing processes
consistent with Commission standards.
These safeguards are consistent with the primary consideration for requiring regulated
utilities to comply with affiliate codes of conduct: to prevent access to confidential information

17

Id. at Ordering Paragraph No. 2.
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that would give affiliates an unfair advantage in accessing and participating in competitive electric
markets in Texas.18 HUS's provision of shared corporate services will not provide an avenue
through which any company participating in the competitive markets in Texas (including
Sharyland affiliates) could gain an advantage over its competitors through knowledge of
Sharyland's transmission operations.
Further, approval of Sharyland's limited waiver request will not result in customers of
regulated utilities subsidizing the business activities of affiliates participating in the Texas
competitive markets. HUS will properly charge Sharyland for all activities performed consistent
with the methodology for affiliate charges approved by the Commission in Sharyland's last full
rate case.19 To the extent that a party has concerns regarding affiliate charges, the charges will be
subject to review in Sharyland next rate case and Sharyland will bear the risk of non-recovery.

IV.

REQUEST FOR CHANGES TO THE CODE OF CONDUCT

Exhibit A to this Application includes clean and redlined versions of Sharyland's proposed
amended Code of Conduct to reflect the limited waiver discussed above. These changes are
redlined against a clean version of the proposed code of conduct changes submitted in Sharyland's
June 27, 2019 amended filing in Docket No. 49521, Compliance Filing of Oncor Electric Delivery
Company LLC and Sharyland Utilities, L.L. C. for Review of Amended Codes of Conduct Resulting
From Docket No. 48929.

V.

BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVES

For purposes of this proceeding, the names and addresses of the designated business
representatives for Sharyland are as follows:
Stacey Doré
President and CEO
Sharyland Utilities, L.L.C.
1900 N. Akard Street
Dallas, Texas 75201
(214) 855-6700
Vicki Oswalt

18

See 16 TAC § 25.272(2).

19 Application of Sharyland Utilities, L.P. to Establish Retail Delivety Rates, Approve Tariff for Retail
Deliver), Service, and Adjust Wholesale Transmission Rate, Docket No. 41474, Order at 11 (Jan. 23, 2014).
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Vice President, Regulatory Affairs
Sharyland Utilities,'L.L.C.
600 Congress Avenue, Suite 2000
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 721-2740
VI.

SERVICE OF PLEADINGS

Pursuant to Commission Procedural Rule 22.74,20 Sharyland requests that its authorized
representatives for service of pleadings, orders, and other matters related to this Application are:
Lino Mendiola
Michael Boldt
Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP
600 Congress Avenue, Suite 2000
Austin, Texas 78701-3238
(512) 721-2700 — Telephone
(512) 721-2656 — Facsimile
linomendiola@eversheds-sutherland.com
michaelboldt@ eversheds-sutherland.com
VII. JURISDICTION
The Commission has jurisdiction over this Application under PURA § 39.157 and
Commission Substantive Rule 25.272.21
VIII. PERSONS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED BY THIS APPLICATION
Sharyland is not aware of any parties potentially affected if the Commission grants this
requested relief.
IX.

PROPOSED NOTICE

Sharyland is providing notice of the Application by providing a copy of this filing, with
attachments, to Commission Staff ('Stafr), the Office of Public Utility Counsel, and all parties to
the Stipulation in Docket No. 48929. Sharyland requests that notice be found reasonable pursuant
to Commission Procedural Rule 22.55.22

20

16 TAC § 22.74.

21

16 TAC § 25.272.

22

16 TAC § 22.55.
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X.

PROPOSED PROCEDURAL SCHEDULE

Sharyland proposes the following procedural schedule, which is similar to procedural
schedules approved in previous limited code of conduct waiver proceedings:
Deadline for filing affidavits evidencing proof August 1, 2019
of notice
Deadline for intervention, filing comments, August 12, 2019
and/or request for hearing
Deadline for Staff s request for hearing or August 19, 2019
recommendation on final disposition, if no
hearing is requested
Deadline for Sharyland to request a hearing or September 2, 2019
respond to intervenor comments and Staff's
recommendation on final disposition, or for
parties fo file a joint proposed order, including
findings of fact, conclusions of law, and
ordering paragraphs

XI.

CONCLUSION AND PRAYER

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Sharyland respectfully requests that the
Commission grant the specific relief requested in this Application and grant Sharyland such other
relief to which it has shown itself entitled.

Dated: June 27, 2019
Respectfully submitted,
C,1
0(
Lino Mendiola
State Bar No. 00791248
Michael Boldt
State Bar No. 24064918
EVERSHEDS SUTHERLAND (US) LLP
600 Congress Avenue, Suite 2000
Austin, Texas 78701-3238
(512) 721-2700 (Telephone)
(512) 721-2656 (Facsimile)
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linomendiola@eversheds-sutherland.com
michaelboldt@eversheds-sutherland.com
Attorneys for Sharyland Utilities, L.P.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing instrument was served on Staff of the Public Utility
Commission of Texas, the Office of Public Utility Counsel, and all parties to the stipulation in
9.
Docket No. 48929, by electronic and first class U. . mail this 7t1 day of June,

Sarah K. Merrick
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E.
A.

GENERAL POLICY

General

The Public Utility Commission of Texas (Commission) has adopted code of conduct rules that apply
primarily to the interaction between Sharyland Utilities, L.L.C.'s (Sharyland) transmission and distribution
operations and any retail competitive affiliates that may operdte in Texas.
The provisions of this manual have been written in accordance with Commission Rules and orders in order
to establish safeguards to govern the interaction between Sharyland and its affiliates and to avoid potential
market power Abuses and cross-subsidization between regulated and unregulated activities.
Employees of Sharyland and each affiliate are responsible for implementing within their respective
organizations the policies set forth in this manual.
Sharyland or any competitive affiliate shall not circumvent the provisions of this manual by using any affiliate
to provide information, services, products, or subsidies between a competitive affiliate and Sharyland.
To the extent that a situation arises that is not specifically addressed in this manual, the situation should be
brought to the attention of the Affiliate Compliance Officer.
B.

Waivers

Nothing in the Commission rules is intended to affect or modify the obligation or duties relating to any rules
or standards of conduct that may apply to Sharyland or its affiliates under orders or regulations of the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) or the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
Sharyland shall file with the Commission a notice of any provision in the rules that conflicts with FERC or
SEC orders or regulations.
A utility such as Sharyland that is subject to statutes or regulations in any state that conflict with a provision
of the Commission's rules may petition the Commission for a waiver of the conflicting provision on a
showing of good cause. Any request for a waiver shall be coordinated through the Compliance Officer.
C.

Definitions

The following words and terms when used in this manual shall have the following meaning unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
Arm's length transaction — The standard of conduct under which unrelated parties, each acting in its own
best interest, would carry out a particular transaction. Applied to related parties, a transaction is at arm's
length if the transaction could have been made on the same terms to a disinterested third-party in a
bargained transaction.
Competitive affiliate — An affiliate of a utility that provides services or sells products in a competitive
energy-related market in this state, including telecommunications seMces, to the extent those services are
energy-related.
Confidential information — Any information not intended for public disclosure and considered to be
confidential or proprietary by persons privy to such information. Confidential information includes but is not
limited to information relating to the interconnection of customers to a utilitys transmission or distribution
systems, proprietary customer information, trade secrets, competitive information relating to internal
manufacturing processes, and information about a utility's transmission or distribution system, operations,
or plans for expansion.
Corporate support services — Services shared by a utility, its parent holding company, or a separate
affiliate created to perform corporate support services, with its affiliates of joint corporate oversight,
governance, support systems, and personnel. Examples of seMces that may be shared, to the extent
the services comply with the requirements prescribed by PURA §39.157(d) and (g) and Commission rules
Version 2
___/ /2019
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implementing those requirements, include human resources, procurement, information :technology,
regulatory services, administrative services, real estate services, legal services, accounting, environmental
services, research and development unrelated to marketing activity and/or business development for the
competitive affiliate regarding its services and products, internal audit, community relations, corporate
communications, financial services, financial planning and management support, corporate services,
corporate secretary, lobbying, and corporate planning. In addition, transmission and distribution operations,
engineering, marketing, business development, and purchasing of electric transmission facilities and
service may be shared with non-competitive affiliates as described in waivers approved by the Commission.
Except as approved by the Commission through waivers, examples of services that may not be shared
include engineering, purchasing of electric transmission facilities and services, transmission and distribution
system operations, and marketing, unless such services are provided by a utility, or a separate
affiliate created to perform such services, exclusively to affiliated regulated utilities and only for provision
of regulated utility services.
Proprietary customer information — Any information compiled by an electric utility on a custorner in the
normal course of providing electric service that makes possible the identification of any individual customer
by matching such information with the customer's name, address, account number, type or classification of
service, historical electricity usage, expected patterns of use, types of facilities used in providing service,
individual contract terms and conditions, price, current charges, billing records, or any other information
that the customer has expressly requested not be disclosed. information that is redacted or organized
in such a way as to make it impossible to identify the customer to whom the information relates does
not constitute proprietary customer information.
Similarly situated — The standard for deterrnining whether a non-affiliate is entitled to the same benefit a
utility offers, or grants upon request, to its competitive affiliate for any product or service. For purposes of
this section, all non-affiliates serving or proposing to serve the same market as a utilitys competitive affiliate
are similarly situated to the utilitys competitive affiliate.
Transaction — Any interaction between a utility and its affiliate in which a service, good, asset, product,
property, right, or other item is transferred or received by either a utility or its affiliate.
D.

Applicability of Compliance Manual

This manual applies to Sharyland and any affiliate that (a) is a competitive affiliate or (b) has any
transactions with Sharyland (other than de minimus transactions).
E.

Affiliate Compliance Officer

The Affiliate Compliance Officer shall ensure that Sharyland and its affiliates implement the manual
diligently and systematically.
II.
A.

SEPARATION

Separate and Independent Entities

Sharyland shall be a separate, independent entity from any competitive affiliates. This section of the
manual addresses separation and independence in various aspects: sharing of office space; separate
books and records; limited credit support; sharing of employees, facilities or other resources; and sharing
of officers and directors, property, equipment, computer systems, information systems and corporate
support services.
B.

Sharing of Office Space

Sharyland's office space shall be physically separate from that of its competitive affiliates. Physical
separation is accomplished by having office space in separate buildings or, if within the same building, by
Version 2
/ /2019
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a method such as having offices on separate floors or with separate access. Unless otherwise approved
by the Commission, no variance from these requirements is allowed.
C.

Separate Books & Records

Sharyland and its affiliates shall keep separate books of accounts and records. Sharyland will maintain
accurate, appropriate, and detailed books, financial records, and accounts (including checking and other
bank accounts) and custodial and other securities safekeeping accounts that are separate and distinct from
those of any other entity. In addition, Sharyland shall prepare financial statements that are not consolidated
with those of its affiliates. Sharyland shall record all transactions with its affiliates, whether they involve
direct or indirect expenses. Such records shall be kept in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles or state and federal guidelines, as appropriate.
Sharyland and its affiliates shall maintain sufficient records to allow for Commission review or an audit of
the transactions between Sharyland and its affiliates.
At any time, the Commission may review records relating to a transaction between Sharyland and an
affiliate. At any time, the Commission may require Sharyland to initiate an audit of transactions between
Sharyland and its affiliates to be performed by an independent third-party and to be at Sharyland's expense.
Further details of the procedures for the recordkeeping requirements and for audits are set forth in
Sections Xl and XIII.
D.

Limited Credit Support

Sharyland is subject to the credit support limitations set forth in the final Order issued in Docket 48929.
Sharyland shall implement adequate safeguards precluding employees of a competitive affiliate from
gaining access to information in a manner that would allow or provide a means to transfer confidential
inforrnation from Sharyland to an affiliate, create an opportunity for preferential treatment or unfair
competitive advantage, lead to customer confusion, or create significant opportunities for crosssubsidization of affiliates.
This provision does not affect Sharyland's obligations under other law or regulations, such as the obligations
of a public utility holding company under 16 Tex. Admin. Code § 25.271(c)(2) (TAC) (relating to Foreign
Utility Company Ownership by Exempt Holding Companies).
E.

Sharing of Employees, Facilities, or Other Resources

Except as otherwise allowed in this manual, Sharyland shall not share employees, facilities, or other
resources with its competitive affiliates unless Sharyland can prove to the Commission prior to such sharing
that the sharing will not compromise the public interest.
Such sharing rnay be allowed if Sharyland implements adequate safeguards precluding employees of a
competitive affiliate from gaining access to information in a manner that would allow or provide a means
to transfer confidential information from Sharyland to an affiliate, create an opportunity for preferential
treatment or unfair competitive advantage, lead to customer confusion, or create significant opportunities
for cross-subsidization of affiliates.
F.

Sharing of Officers and Directors, Property, Equipment, Computer Systems, information
Systems, and Corporate Support Services
1. Sharyland and a competitive affiliate may share common officers and directors, property,
equipment, computer systems, information systems, and corporate support services.
Sharyland will implement the following safeguards to preclude employees of a competitive
affiliate from gaining access to information in a manner that would allow or provide a means to
transfer confidential information from Sharyland to an affiliate, create an opportunity for
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preferential treatment or unfair competitive advantage, lead to customer confusion, or create
significant opportunities for cross-subsidization of affiliates.
2.

Sharyland's Affiliate Compliance Officer shall be responsible for compliance with the
procedures in this paragraph F.

3.

Shared Officers and Directors are those individuals who are officers and directors of both
Sharyland and a Sharyland competitive affiliate.

4.

Shared Officers and Directors shall not provide confidential utility information to officers,
directors or employees of a Sharyland competitive affiliate.

5.

Shared Officers and Directors will not, with the intent of giving the competitive affiliate
an unfair advantage, participate in decisions as a competitive affiliate officer or director, or
attempt to influence the decisions of other competitive affiliate officers and directors, while
relying on confidential utility information.

6.

During Sharyland and Sharyland competitive affiliate board of directors meetings, Shared
officers and directors shall not disclose to competitive affiliate employees or officers or
directors who are not shared with Sharyland any confidential utility information. A Shared
Officer or Director attending such a board meeting will review the agenda to identify any
agenda items that present the opportunity for such disclosure and will communicate his or
her concern to the appropriate meeting participants to ensure that an inappropriate
disclosure does not occur.

7.

The Sharyland Affiliate Compliance Officer shall maintain a current list of Shared Officers
and Directors.

8.

Annually, Shared Officers and Directors shall sign a statement that they understand and
abide by the information-sharing provisions contained in Sharyland's Code of Conduct.

9.

Subject to these safeguards, Sharyland and Sharyland competitive affiliates may share
common officers and directors, property, equipment, computer systems, information
systems, and corporate support services.
111.

A.

EMPLOYEE TRANSFERS, TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENTS

General

This section sets forth certain rules applicable to Sharyland employees engaged in transmission or
distribution system operations, including persons employed by a service company affiliated with Sharyland
who are engaged in transmission system operations on a day-to-day basis or have knowledge of
transmission or distribution system operations.
If such an employee has knowledge of confidential information and such employee is going to be assigned
or transferred to a competitive affiliate, such assignment or transfer cannot be for less than one year.
Assignment or transfer of such an employee is allowed as long as it is for a longer period.
Any such employee that is assigned or transferred to a competitive affiliate shall not remove or otherwise
provide or use confidential property or information gained from Sharyland or the affiliated service company
in a discriminatory or exclusive fashion, to the benefit of the competitive affiliate or to the detriment of nonaffiliated electric suppliers.
The exception to the restriction on assignment or transfer is that such employees may be temporarily
assigned to an affiliate or non-affiliated utility to assist in restoring power in the event of a major service
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interruption or assist in resolving emergency situations affecting system reliability. Within 30 days of the
above-described temporary assignment, Sharyland shall report this information to the Commission and
shall conspicuously post the information on its Internet site or other public electronic bulletin board for 30
.
consecutive calendar days.
B.

Process to Follow

Assignment or transfer of an employee from Sharyland, or an employee from a service company affiliated
with Sharyland who is engaged in transmission or distribution system operations on a day-to-day basis or
has knowledge of transmission or distribution system operations, to a competitive affiliate or vice versa
may be accomplished through either the employee's termination of employment with one company and
acceptance of employment with the other, or a transfer to another company, as long as the transfer of an
employee from the utility to an affiliate results in Sharyland bearing no ongoing costs associated with that
employee.
Such transferring employees shall sign a statement indicating that they are aware of and understand the
restrictions and penalties set forth in this section.
Sharyland also shall post a conspicuous notice of such a transfer on its Internet site or other public
electronic bulletin board within 24 hours and for at least 30 consecutive calendar days.
IV.
A.

CORPORATE SUPPORT SERVICES

General

Sharyland and its affiliates may share corporate support services such as joint corporate oversight,
govemance, support systems and personnel.
Such provision of corporate support services shall not allow or provide a means for the transfer of
confidential information from Sharyland to a competitive affiliate, create the opportunity for preferential
treatment or unfair competitive advantage, lead to customer confusion, or create significant opportunities
for cross-subsidization of competitive affiliates.
, examples of services that may not be shared
Except as approved by the Commission in Docket No.
include engineering, purchasing of electric transmission, transmission and distribution system operations,
and marketing, unless such services are provided by a utility, or a separate affiliate created to perform such
services exclusively to affiliated regulated utilities and only for provision of regulated utility services.
B.

Permitted Corporate Support Services

Services that may be shared include human resources, procurement, information technology, regulatory
services, administrative services, real estate services, legal services, accounting, environmental services,
research and development unrelated to marketing activity and/or business development for the competitive
affiliate regarding its services and products, internal audit, community relations, corporate communications,
financial services, financial planning and management support, corporate secretary, lobbying, and
corporate planning. Additional corporate support services that may be shared with non-competitive
include: transmission and distribution
affiliates pursuant to the waiver obtained in Docket No.
operations, engineering, marketing, business development, and purchasing of electric transmission
facilities and service.
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V.
A.

TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN SHARYLAND AND AFFILIATES

General

Sharyland shall not subsidize the business activities of any affiliate with revenues from a regulated service.
In furtherance of that goal, this section sets forth provisions regarding transactions between Sharyland and
any affiliate. Section VI sets forth additional provisions regarding transactions between Sharyland and its
competitive affiliates.
Sharylard and its affiliates shall fully allocate costs for any shared services, including corporate support
services, offices, employees, property, equipment, computer systems, information systems, and any other
shared assets, services, or products. Sharyland will conduct business with its affiliates as if the parties to
the transaction were at arm's length. No transaction with an affiliate will occur without a legitimate business
purpose.
B.

Sale of Products or Services by Sharyland

Unless otherwise approved by the Commission and except for corporate support services, any sale of a
product or service by Sharyland shall be governed by a tariff approved by the Commission. Products and
services shall be made available to any third-party entity on the same terms and conditions as Sharyland
makes those products and services available to its affiliates.
C.

Purchase of Products, Services or Assets by Sharyland

Products, services and assets shall be priced at levels that are fair and reasonable to the customers of
Sharyland and that reflect the market value of the product, service or asset.
D.

Transfer of Assets

Assets transferred from Sharyland to its affiliates shall be priced at levels that are fair and reasonable to
the customers of Sharyland and that reflect the market value of the assets or Sharyland's fully allocated
cost to provide those assets.
VI.
A.

TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN SHARYLAND AND COMPETITIVE AFFILIATES

General

The provisions in the section apply to transactions with competitive affiliates and are in addition to those
set forth in Section V. Also, Sections VIII, IX and X set forth procedures to ensure non-preferential
treatment among affiliated and non-affiliated entities.
Transactions between Sharyland and its competitive affiliates shall be at arm's length. No transaction
with an affiliate will occur without a legitimate business purpose. Sharyland shall maintain a
contemporaneous written record of all transactions with its competitive affiliates, except those involving
corporate support services and those transactions governed by tariffs.
Such records shall include the date of the transaction, name of affiliate involved, name of a Sharyland
employee or an affiliated service company employee knowledgeable about the transaction, and a
description of the transaction. Such records shall be maintained by Sharyland for three years. See Section
Xl for more details regarding recordkeeping requirements.
B.

Products or Services Purchased by Sharyland from a Competitive Affiliate

Except for corporate support services, Sharyland may not enter into a transaction to purchase a product or
service from a competitive affiliate that has a per unit value of $75,000 or more, or a total value of $1
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million or more, unless the transaction is the result of a fair, competitive bidding process forrnalized in a
contract subject to the provisions of 16 TAC § 25.273 (relating to Contracts Between Electric Utilities and
Their Competitive Affiliates). See Section VII for details of the bidding process.
C.

Transfer of Assets

Any transfer from Sharyland to its competitive affiliates of assets with a per unit value of $75,000 or
more, or a total value of $1 million or more, must be the result of a fair, competitive bidding process
formalized in a contract subject to the provisions of 16 TAC § 25.273.
VII. REQUIREMENTS REGARDING CONTRACTS BETWEEN SHARYLAND AND COMPETITIVE
AFFILIATES

A.

Purpose

This section establishes the requirements for the implementation of contracts between Sharyland and its
competitive affiliates resulting from a fair, competitive bidding process.
B.

Competitive Bidding

Sharyland shall conduct competitive bidding to procure products and services, other than corporate support
services, that are offered by a competitive affiliate or to sell to any competitive affiliate assets that have a
per unit value of more than $75,000, or a total value of more than $1 million.
1.

Notice

Sharyland shall provide reasonable notice of any request for proposals required pursuant to this
section. Such notice shall include:
•

notice by publication in trade journals or newspapers as appropriate;

•

notice by mail to persons who previously requested to be notified of the
request for proposals; and

•

conspicuous notice on Sharyland's Internet site or other public electronic
bulletin board.

2.

Independent Evaluator

Sharyland shall use an independent evaluator when a competitive affiliate's bid is included among
the bids to be evaluated. If an independent evaluator is required, Sharyland shall maintain a record
of communications with the independent evaluator. The independent evaluator shall identify in
writing the bids that are most advantageous and warrant negotiation and contract execution, in
accordance with the criteria set forth in the request for proposals. Sharyland retains responsibility
for final selection of products or services.
3.

Procedures

Sharyland shall make a request for proposals available to interested persons by conspicuously
posting the request on its Internet site or other public electronic bulletin board. The request for
proposals must clearly set forth the eligibility and selection criteria and shall specify the weight to
be given to any non-cost selection criteria. Sharyland shall strictly enforce the criteria specified in
the request for proposals.
4.
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Sharyland or the independent evaluator, as appropriate, shall evaluate each bid submitted in
accordance with the criteria specified in the request for proposals. Sharyland or the independent
evaluator may not give preferential treatment or consideration to any bid.
Sharyland is not required to accept a bid and may reject any or all bids in accordance with the
selection criteria specified in the request for proposals.
C.

Contracts

Sharyland shall file with the Commission a signed copy of any contracts entered into with a competitive
affiliate as the result of the fair, competitive bidding process. A contract shall include, at a minimum, the
following provisions; the effective date of the agreement and parties to the agreement; the term of the
agreement; a narrative describing the products or services provided to Sharyland, including a list by specific
service of all the affiliated companies who provide or receive these services, or a narrative describing the
assets being sold by Sharyland to the competitive affiliate; the obligations of the parties; the price for those
products, services, or assets governed by the contract; and billing and payment procedures.
VIII. SAFEGUARDS RELATING TO PROVISION OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
A.

No Preferential Treatment

If Sharyland makes a product or service, other than corporate support services, available to a competitive
affiliate, it shall make the same product or service available, contemporaneously and in the same manner,
to all similarly situated entities, and it shall apply its tariffs, prices, terms, conditions, and discounts for those
products and services in the same manner to all similarly situated entities.
Sharyland shall process all requests for a product or service from competitive affiliates or similarly situated
non-affiliated entities on a non-discriminatory basis.
If Sharyland's tariff allows for discretion in its application, Sharyland shall apply that provision in the same
manner to its competitive affiliates and similarly situated non-affiliates, as well as to their respective
customers.
If Sharyland's tariff allows no discretion in its application, Sharyland shall strictly apply the tariff.
Sharyland shall not use customer-specific contracts to circumvent these requirements. Sharyland shall
not create a product or service arrangement with its competitive affiliate that is so unique that no
competitor could be similarly situated to utilize the product or service.
B.

Discounts, Rebates, Fee Waivers

If Sharyland offers its competitive affiliate or grants a request from its competitive affiliate for a discount,
rebate, fee waiver, or alternative tariff terms and conditions for any product or service, it must make the
same benefit contemporaneously available, on a non-discriminatory basis, to all similarly situated nonaffiliates.
Sharyland shall post a conspicuous notice on its Internet site or public electronic bulletin board for at least
30 consecutive calendar days providing the following information: the name of the competitive affiliate
involved in the transaction; the rate charged; the normal rate or tariff condition(s); the period for which the
benefit applies; the quantities and the delivery points involved in the transaction (if any); any conditions
or requirements applicable to the benefit, along with documentation of any cost differential underlying the
benefit, and the procedures by which non-affiliates may obtain the same benefit.
Sharyland shall maintain records of such information for a minirnum of three years, and shall make
such records available for third-party review within three working days of a written request, or at a time
mutually agreeable to Sharyland and the third-party. See Section Xl for more details regarding
recordkeeping requirements.
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Sharyland shall not create any arrangement with its competitive affiliate that is so unique that no
competitor could be similarly situated to benefit from the discount, rebate, fee waiver, or alternative tariff
terms and conditions.
C.

Tying Arrangements Prohibited

Sharyland shall not condition the provision of any product, service, pricing benefit, or alternative terms or
conditions upon the purchase of any other good or service from Sharyland or its competitive affiliate.
IX.
A.

INFORMATION SAFEGUARDS

Proprietary Customer Information

Sharyland shall provide proprietary customer information to a customer upon request by that customer.
Sharyland may release proprietary custorner information to an independent organization as defined by
PURA §39.151.
Sharyland may release proprietary customer information to a provider of corporate support services for the
sole purpose of providing corporate support services.
Sharyland may release proprietary customer information to another entity where authorized or requested
to do so by the Commission or where required to do so by law, regulation or legal process.
Sharyland may release proprietary customer information to a federal, state, or local governmental entity or
in connection with a court or administrative proceeding involving the customer or the utility; provided,
however, that Sharyland shall take all reasonable actions to protect the confidentiality of such information,
including, but not limited to, providing such information under a confidentiality agreement or protective
order, and shall also promptly notify the affected customer in writing that such information has been
requested.
In any circumstance other than those listed above, Sharyland shall not release any proprietary customer
information to a competitive affiliate or to any other entity unless Sharyland obtains prior affirmative
written consent or other verifiable authorization from the customer as determined by the Commission.
Sharyland shall maintain records that include the date, time, and nature of information released when it
releases proprietary customer information to another entity in accordance with this section. Sharyland shall
maintain records of such information for a minimum of three years, and shall make the records available
for third-party review within three working days of a written request, or at a time mutually agreeable to
Sharyland and the third-party. See Section Xl for more details regarding recordkeeping requirements.
If proprietary customer information is released to an independent organization or a provider of corporate
support services, the independent organization or entity providing corporate support services is subject to
the rules in this subsection with respect to releasing the information to other persons.
When the third-party requesting review of the records is not the customer, Commission, or Office of Public
Utility Counsel, the records may be redacted in such a way as to protect the customer's identity.
B.

Customer Information

Sharyland may aggregate non-proprietary customer information including, but not limited to, information
about Sharyland's sales or operations or about Sharyland's energy-related goods or services.
Except in circumstances solely involving the provision of corporate support services in accordance with
Section IV of this manual, Sharyland shall aggregate non-proprietary customer information for a competitive
affiliate only if Sharyland makes such aggregation service available to all non-affiliates under the same
terms and conditions and at the same price as it is made available to any of its affiliates.
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In addition, at least 24 hours prior to Sharyland providing the aggregate customer information to its
competitive affiliate, Sharyland shall post a conspicuously placed notice on its Internet site or other public
electronic bulletin board for at least 30 consecutive calendar days providing the following information: the
name of the competitive affiliate to which the information will be provided, the rate charged for the
information, a meaningful description of the inforrnation provided, and the procedures by which nonaffiliates may obtain the same information under the same terms and conditions.
Sharyland shall maintain records of such information for a minimum of three years, and shall make
such records available for third-party review within three working days of a written request, or at a time
mutually agreeable to Sharyland and the third-party. See Section Xl for more details regarding
recordkeeping requirements.
C.

Transmission and Distribution Information

Sharyland shall not allow preferential access by its competitive affiliates to information about its
transmission and distribution systems.
D.

Other Limitations on Information Disclosure

Nothing in the Commission's rule is intended to alter the specific limitations on disclosure of confidential
information in the Texas Utilities Code, the Texas Government Code, Chapter 552, or the Commission's
substantive and procedural rules.
E.

Oth
• er Information

Except as otherwise allowed in this manual and except for information required to perform corporate support
services, Sharyland shall not share information with competitive affiliates unless Sharyland can prove to
the Commission, prior to any such sharing, that the sharing will not compromise the public interest.
Information that is publicly available or that is unrelated in any way to utility activities may be shared.
X.
A.

SAFEGUARDS RELATED TO JOINT MARKETING AND ADVERTISING

Joint Marketing, Advertising and Promotional Materials

Sharyland shall not:
•

Provide or acquire leads on behalf of its competitive affiliates;

•

Solicit business or acquire information on behalf of its competitive affiliates;

•

Give the appearance of speaking or acting on behalf of any of its competitive affiliates;

•

Share market analysis reports or other types of proprietary or non-publicly available
reports, including, but not limited to, market forecast, planning, or strategic reports, with its
competitive affiliates;

•

Represent to customers or potential customers that it can offer competitive retail services
bundled with its tariffed services; or

•

Request authorization from its customers to pass on information exclusively to its
competitive affiliate.

Sharyland shall not engage in joint marketing, advertising, or promotional activities of its products or
services with those of a competitive affiliate in a manner that favors the affiliate.
Joint marketing, advertising, or promotional activities include, but are not limited to, the following activities:
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B.

•

Acting or appearing to act on behalf of a competitive affiliate in any communications and
contacts with any existing or potential customers;

•

Joint sales calls;

•

Joint proposals, either as requests for proposals or responses to requests for proposals;

•

Joint promotional communications or correspondence;

•

Joint presentations at trade shows, conferences, or other marketing events within the
State of Texas; and

•

Providing links between any of Sharyland's Internet websites and social media platforms,
and any of the websites and social media platforms of competitive affiliates.

Non-Sales Meetings

Sharyland may not solicit customers to request a non-sales meeting with it and its competitive affiliate.
At a customer's unsolicited request, Sharyland may participate in non-sales meetings with a competitive
affiliate to discuss technical or operational subjects regarding Sharyland's provision of transmission or
distribution services to the customer, but only in the same manner and to the same extent Sharyland
participates in such meetings with unaffiliated electric or energy serAces suppliers and their customers.
Sharyland shall not listen to, view, or otherwise participate in any way in a sales discussion between a
customer and a competitive affiliate or an unaffiliated electric or energy services supplier.
C.

Requests for Specific Competitive Affiliate information

If a customer or potential customer makes an unsolicited request to Sharyland for information specifically
about any of its competitive affiliates, Sharyland may refer the customer or potential customer to the .
competitive affiliate for more information.
The only information that Sharyland may provide to the customer or potential customer is the competitive
affiliate's address and telephone number.
Sharyland shall not transfer the customer directly to the competitive affiliates customer service office via
telephone or provide any other electronic link whereby the customer could contact the competitive affiliate
through Sharyland.
When providing the customer or potential customer information about the competitive affiliate, Sharyland
shall not promote its competitive affiliate or its competitive affiliate's products or services, nor shall it offer
the customer or potential customer any opinion regarding the service of the competitive affiliate or any
other service provider.
Sharyland may not solicit a customer or potential customer to make a request of Sharyland for information
specifically about one of its competitive affiliates.
D.

Requests for General Information

If a customer or potential customer requests general information from Sharyland about products or services
provided by its competitive affiliate or its affiliates competitors, Sharyland shall not promote its competitive
affiliate or its affiliate's products or services, nor shalt Sharyland offer the customer or potential customer
any opinion regarding the service of the competitive affiliate or any other service provider.
Sharyiand may direct the customer or potential customer to a telephone directory or to the Commission, or
provide the customer with a recent list of suppliers developed and maintained by the Commission.
Sharyland may not refer the customer or potential customer to the competitive affiliate except as
provided in the previous section.
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XI.

RECORDKEEPING REQUIREMENTS

Sharyland shall maintain records documenting all transactions with its competitive affiliates (except those
involving corporate support services and those transactions governed by tariffs), including, but not limited
to, all discounts, rebates, fee waivers and alternative tariff terms and conditions.
Sharyland shall maintain such records for a minimum of three years and longer if the Commission or another
government agency so requires. Sharyland shall make such records available for third-party review upon
three working days notice (three working days), or at a time mutually agreeable to the utility and third-party.
Transactions to/from competitive affiliates
The records will include:
Date of transaction
Name of affiliate
Name of employee knowledgeable about the transaction
Description of the transaction
Transfer of Assets
The records will include:
Date of transfer
Name of affiliate
Name of employee knowledgeable about the transfer
Description of the asset
Transfer of employees covered by Section III
The records will include:
Identifying code for transferring employee
Respective titles held while at each entity
Effective dates of transfer

Discounts, Rebates, Fee Waivers, Alternative Tariff Terms and Conditions
The records will include:
Name of the competitive affiliate involved
Rate charged
Normal rate or tariff condition
Period for which the benefit applies
Quantities and delivery points involved in the transaction (if any)
Any conditions or requirements applicable to the benefit along with documentation of any
cost differential underlying the benefit
Procedures by which non-affiliates may obtain the benefit
Information Release
(a)

Proprietary Customer Information
Date
Time
Nature of information

(b)

Aggregate Information
Name of competitive affiliate to which information is provided
Rate charged for information
Meaningful description of information provided
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Procedures on how a non-affiliate may obtain the information on the same terms and
conditions.
XII. ANNUAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
A.

Annual Report of Affiliate Activities

A "Report of Affiliate Activitiee shall be filed annually with the Commission. Using forms approved by the
Commission, Sharyland shall report activities among itself and its affiliates in accordance with the
requirements in this section. The report shall be filed by June 1, and shall encompass the period from
January 1 through December 31 of the preceding year.
B.

Copies of Contracts or Agreements

Sharyland shall reduce to writing and file with the Commission copies of any contracts or agreements it has
with its affiliates. The requirements of this subsection are not satisfied by the filing of an earnings report.
All contracts or agreements shall be filed by June 1 of each year as attachments to the Report of Affiliate
Activities required in Section XII.A. of this manual. In subsequent years, if no significant changes have
been made to the contract or agreement, an amendment sheet may be filed in lieu of refiling the entire
contract or agreement.
C.

Tracking Migration of Employees

Sharyland shall track and document the movement between Sharyland and its competitive affiliates of all
employees engaged in transmission or distribution system operations, including persons employed by a
service company affiliated with Sharyland who are engaged in transmission or distribution system
operations on a day-to-day basis or have knowledge of transmission or distribution system operations.
Employee migration information shall be included in Sharyland's Report of Affiliate Activities. The tracking
information shall include an identification code for the migrating employee, the respective titles held while
employed at each entity, and the effective dates of the migration.
D.

Annual Reporting of Informal Complaint Resolution

Sharyland shall report to the Commission information regarding the nature and status of inforrnal complaints
handled in accordance with Section XIV of this manual. The information reported shall include the name
of the complainant and a summary report of the complaint, including all relevant dates, companies involved,
employees involved, the specific claim, and any actions taken to address the complaint. Such information
on all informal complaints that were initiated or remained unresolved during the reporting period shall be
included in Sharyland's Report of Affiliate Activities.
E.

Reporting of Deviations from the Code of Conduct

Sharyland shall report information regarding the instances in which deviations from the code of conduct
were necessary to ensure public safety and system reliability pursuant to Section 111.A. of this manual. The
information reported shall include the nature of the circumstances requiring the deviation, the action taken
by Sharyland and the parties involved, and the date of deviation. Within 30 days of each deviation,
Sharyland shall report this information to the Commission and shall conspicuously post the information
on its Internet site or a public electronic bulletin board for 30 consecutive calendar days. Such information
shall be summarized in Sharyland's Report of Affiliate Activities.
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F.

Annual Update of Compliance Plans

Sharyland shall ensure that its annual Report of Affiliate Activities reflects all approved changes to its
compliance plans, including those changes that result from the creation of new affiliates.
XIII. COMPLIANCE AUDITS
At a minimum, every third year, Sharyland shall have an audit prepared by independent auditors that
verifies that Sharyland is in compliance with this section. For a utility that has no competitive affiliates,
the audit may consist solely of an affidavit stating that the utility has no competitive affiliates. Sharyland
shall file the results of each audit with the Commission within one month of the audiVs completion. The
cost of the audits shall not be charged to ratepayers.
Compliance monitoring will be performed periodically throughout the year and will include those tests
necessary to give reasonable assurance that the utility and all its affiliates are in compliance with code of
conduct rules as well as any other Commission or FERC guidelines related to affiliate transactions.
XIV. ENSURING COMPLIANCE FOR NEW AFFILIATES
Sharyland and a new affiliate shall be bound by the Code of Conduct immediately upon creation of the new
affiliate. Upon the creation of a new affiliate that (a) is a competitive affiliate or (b) has or is expected to
have any transactions with Sharyland, Sharyland shall immediately post a conspicuous notice of the new
affiliate on its Internet site or other public electronic bulletin board for at least 30 consecutive calendar days.
Within 30 days of creation of the new affiliate, Sharyland shall file an update to its internal code of conduct
and compliance plan, including all changes due to the addition of the new affiliate. A list of affiliates
meeting the described criteria is included at Attachment A.
Sharyland shall ensure that any interaction with the new affiliate is in compliance with this manual.
XV.
A.

REMEDIES AND ENFORCEMENT

Informal Complaint Procedure

The following procedure shall be utilized for addressing alleged violations of Sharyland's code of conduct.
All complaints shall be placed in writing and shall be referred to a designated officer of Sharyland. All
complaints shall contain the name of the complainant and a detailed factual report of the complaint,
including all relevant dates, companies involved, employees involved, and specific claim.
The designated officer shall acknowledge receipt of complaint in writing within five days of receipt. The
designated officer shall provide a written report communicating the results of the preliminary investigation
to the complainant within thirty days after receipt of the complaint, including a description of any course of
action that will be taken.
In the event Sharyland and the complainant are unable to resolve the complaint, the complainant may file
a formal complaint with the Commission. Sharyland shall notify the complainant of his or her right to file
a formal complaint with the Commission, and shall provide the complainant with the Commission's address
and telephone number.
Sharyland and the complainant shall make a good faith effort to resolve complaint on an informal basis as
promptly as practicable. The informal complaint process shall not be a prerequisite for filing a formal
complaint with the Commission, and the Commission may, at any time, institute a complaint against
Sharyland on its own motion.
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B.

Enforcement by the Commission

A violation or series or set of violations that materially impairs, or is reasonably likely to materially
impair, the ability of a person to compete in a competitive market shall be deemed an abuse of market
power.
In addition to other methods that may be available, the Commission may enforce the provisions of its rules
by:
Seeking an injunction or civil penalties to eliminate or remedy the violation or series or
set of violations;
Suspending, revoking, or amending a certificate or registration as authorized by PURA
§39.356; or
Pursuing administrative penalties under PURA, Chapter 15, Subchapter B.
The imposition of one penalty does not preclude the imposition of other penalties as appropriate for the
violation or series or set of violations.
In assessing penalties, the Commission shall consider the following factors:

C.

•

Sharyland's prior history of violations;

•

Sharyland's efforts to comply with the Commission's rules, including the extent to which
Sharyland has adequately and physically separated its offices, communications,
accounting systems, information systems, lines of authority, and operations from its
affiliates, and efforts to enforce these rules;

•

The nature and degree of economic benefit gained by the utility's competitive affiliate;

•

The damages or potential damages resulting from the violation or series or set of
violations

•

The size of the business of the competitive affiliate involved;

•

The penaltys likely deterrence of future violations; and

•

Such other factors deemed appropriate and material to the particular circumstances of the
violation or series or set of violations.

No Immunity from Antitrust Enforcement

Nothing in the Commission's affiliate rules shall confer immunity from state or federal antitrust laws.
Sanctions imposed by the Commission for violations of its Code of Conduct rule do not affect or preempt
antitrust liability, but rather are in addition to any antitrust liability that may apply to the anticompetitive
activity. Therefore, antitrust remedies also may be sought in federal or state court to cure anticompetitive
activities.
..
No Immunity from Civil Relief
D.
Nothing in the Commission's affiliate rules precludes any form of civil relief that may be available under
federal or state law.
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Acknowledgment
l have received and read Sharyland Utilities Code of Conduct Compliance Manual (the "Code"). l
understand its contents, including its provisions related to the sharing of information, and agree to abide by
it. l acknowledge that the Code is a set of rules that apply to the interactions between Sharyland Utilities
and its affiliates to avoid potential market-power abuses and cross-subsidization between regulated and
unregulated activities. l understand that it is binding on me as part of the conditions of my employment
or continued employment, and l consent to its terms. My failure to comply with the Code may result in
disciplinary action, up to and including the immediate termination of my employment.
l further understand my responsibility to report violations or potential violations of this Code to Vicki
Oswalt, the officer designated to receive such reports, in accordance with Section XV of the Code. Reporting
a problem will not result in mistreatment or retaliation by anyone, including any managers or supervisors that
may be in question.
This Code is an additional statement of Sharyland Utilities' company policy; it does not replace or
supersede other company policies of Sharyland Utilities.
Confidentiality of information
l am aware that confidential information may be made available to me during the course of my
employrnent, including, for example, proprietary customer information, trade secrets, operations or financial
information, concepts, plans for expansion, information about Sharyland's transmission or distribution
system, and other related information. l understand that this confidential information must not be shared
with employees of a competitive affiliate or any other entity, unless disclosure is permitted by Sharyland
Utilities, the Code, and the Rules of the Public Utility Commission of Texas. While employed, as well as
after my termination of employment, whether voluntary or involuntary, l agree not to utilize or exploit this
information with or disclose it to any individual or company.

Signature:
Printed Name:
Date:
Please return this form to:
Sharyland Utilities, L.L.C.
1900 North Akard St.
Dallas, Texas 75201
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Attachment A

Sharyiand Affiliates Subject to the Code of Conduct Manual

Affiliate Name
Hunt Consolidated, inc.
Hunt Energy Solutions,
L.L.C.
Hunt Electric Power
Marketing, L.L.C.
Hunt Energy Enterprises,
L.L.C.
HEE Solar, L.L.C.
Hunt Utility Services, LLC
Sharyland Holdings, L.P.
Oncor Electric Delivery
Company, LLC
Oncor Electric Delivery
Company NTU LLC (f/k/a
Sharyland Distribution and
Transmission Services,
L.L.C.)*
Sempra Gas & Power
Marketing, LLC

Legal Structure

Relationship

Corporation
Limited Liability Company

Affiliate
Affiliate

Limited Liability Company

Affiliate

Limited Liability Company

Affiliate

Limited Liability Company
Limited Liability Company
Limited Partnership
Limited Liability Company

Affiliate
Affiliate
Sole Member
Affiliate

Limited Liability Company

Affiliate

Limited Liability Company

Affiliate

*Oncor Electric Delivery Company NTU is included in accordance with Ordering Paragraph 3 of Docket
No. 48929.
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I.
A.

GENERAL POLICY

General

The Public Utility Commission of Texas (Commission) has adopted code of conduct rules that apply
primarily to the interaction between Sharyland Utilities, L.L.C.'s (Sharyland) transmission and distribution
operations and any retail competitive affiliates that may operate in Texas.
The provisions of this manual have been written in accordance with Commission Rules and orders' in order
to establish safeguards to govern the interaction between Sharyland and its affiliates and to avoid potential
market power abuses and cross-subsidization between regulated and unregulated activities.
Employees of Sharyland and each affiliate are responsible for implementing within their respective
organizations the policies set forth in this manual.
Sharyland or any competitive affiliate shall not circumvent the provisions of this manual by using any affiliate
to provide information, services, products, or subsidies between a competitive affiliate and Sharyland.
To the extent that a situation arises that is not specifically addressed in this manual, the situation should be
brought to the attention of the Affiliate Compliance Officer.
B.

Waivers

Nothing in the Commission rules is intended to affect or modify the obligation or duties relating to any rules
or standards of conduct that may apply to Sharyland or its affiliates under orders or regulations of the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) or the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
Sharyland shall file with the Commission a notice of any provision in the rules that conflicts with FERC or
SEC orders or regulations.
A utility such as Sharyland that is subject to statutes or regulations in any state that conflict with a provision
of the Commission's rules may petition the Commission for a waiver of the conflicting provision on a
showing of good cause. Any request for a waiver shall be coordinated through the Compliance Officer.
C.

Definitions

The following words and terms when used in this manual shall have the following meaning unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
Arm's length transaction — The standard of conduct under which unrelated parties, each acting in its own
best interest, would carry out a particular transaction. Applied to related parties, a transaction is at arm's
length if the transaction could have been made on the same terms to a disinterested third-party in a
bargained transaction.
Competitive affiliate — An affiliate of a utility that provides services or sells products in a competitive
energy-related market in this state, including telecommunications services, to the extent those services are
energy-related.
Confidential information — Any information not intended for public disclosure and considered to be
confidential or proprietary by persons privy to such information. Confidential information includes but is not
limited to inforrnation relating to the interconnection of customers to a utilitys transmission or distribution
systems, proprietary customer information, trade secrets, competitive information relating to internal
manufacturing processes, and information about a utilitys transmission or distribution system, operations,
or plans for expansion.
Corporate support services — Services shared by a utility, its parent holding company, or a separate
affiliate created to perform corporate support services, with its affiliates of joint corporate oversight,
governance, support systems, and personnel. Examples of services that may be shared, to the extent
the services comply with the requirements prescribed by PURA §39.157(d) and (g) and Commission rules
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implementing those requirements, include human resources, procurement, information technology,
regulatory services, administrative services, real estate services, legal services, accounting, environmental
services, research and development unrelated to marketing activity and/or business development for the
competitive affiliate regarding its services and products, internal audit, community relations, corporate
communications, financial services, financial planning and management support, corporate services,
corporate secretary, lobbying, and corporate planning. ExamfalesIn addition transmission and distribution

g_p_efatiaa,_aagiraaering._mackating,b_u_siaeas_sLey_eIQpmenL_aacLpar_chasinnQL_edeslrLctLaLlaMia5i.QB
fadliteaand_sarsicajimay_b_e_shar_eAwitb_no_n&gnuefity_e_siffiljate5_u_Aemrited ja.waiyara_apprgiadby_the
Commission_ExcepLas_approad bv the Commission through waivers, eaamp1o.s. of services that may not
be shared include engineering, purchasing of electric transmission facilities and services, transmission and
distribution system operations, and marketing, unless such services are provided by a utility, or a
separate affiliate created to perform such services, exclusively to affiliated regulated utilities and only for
provision of regulated utility services.
Proprietary customer information — Any information compiled by an electric utility on a customer in the
normal course of providing electric service that makes possible the identification of any individual customer
by matching such information with the customer's name, address, account number, type or classification of
service, historical electricity usage, expected' patterns of use, types of facilities used in providing service,
individual contract terms and conditions, price, current charges, billing records, or any other information
that the customer has expressly requested not be disclosed. Information that is redacted or organized
in such a way as to make it impossible to identify the customer to whom the information relates does
not constitute proprietary customer information.
Similarly situated — The standard for determining whether a non-affiliate is entitled to the same benefit a
utility offers, or grants upon request, to its competitive affiliate for any product or service. For purposes of
this section, all non-affiliates serving or proposing to serve the same market as a utilitys competitive affiliate
are similarly situated to the utility's competitive affiliate.
Transaction — Any interaction between a utility and its affiliate in which a service, good, asset, product,
property, right, or other item is transferred or received by either a utility or its affiliate.
D.

Applicability of Compliance Manual

This manual applies to Sharyland and any affiliate that (a) is a competitive affiliate or (b) has any
transactions with Sharyland (other than de minimu,s transactions).
E.

Affiliate Compliance Officer

The Affiliate Compliance Officer shall ensure that Sharyland and its affiliates implement the manual
diligently and systematically.

11.
A.

SEPARATION

Separate and independent Entities

Sharyland shall be a separate, independent entity from any competitive affiliates. This section of the
manual addresses separation and independence in various aspects: sharing of office space; separate
books and records; limited credit support; sharing of employees, facilities or other resources; and sharing
of officers and directors, property, equipment, computer systems, information systems and corporate
support services.
B.

Sharing of Office Space

Sharyland's office space shall be physically separate from that of its competitive affiliates. Physical
separation is accomplished by having office space in separate buildings or, if within the same building, by
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a method such as having offices on separate floors or with separate access. Unless otherwise approved
by the Commission, no variance from these requirements is allowed.
C.

Separate Books & Records

Sharyland and its affiliates shall keep separate books of accounts and records. Sharyland will maintain
accurate, appropriate, and detailed books, financial records, and accounts (including checking and other
bank accounts) and custodial and other securities safekeeping accounts that are separate and distinct from
those of any other entity. In addition, Sharyland shall prepare financial statements that are not consolidated
with those of its affiliates. Sharyland shall record all transactions with its affiliates, whether they involve
direct or indirect expenses. Such records shall be kept in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles or state and federal guidelines, as appropriate.
Sharyland and its affiliates shall maintain sufficient records to allow for Commission review or an audit of
the transactions between Sharyland and its affiliates.
At any time, the Commission may review records relating to a transaction between Sharyland and an
affiliate. At any time, the Commission may require Sharyland to initiate an audit of transactions between
Sharyland and its affiliates to be performed by an independent third-party and to be at Sharyland's expense.
Further details of the procedures for the recordkeeping requirements and for audits are set forth in
Sections Xl and XIII.
D.

Limited Credit Support

Sharyland is subject to the credit support limitations set forth in the final Order issued in Docket 48929.
Sharyland shall implement adequate safeguards precluding employees of a competitive affiliate from
gaining access to information in a manner that would allow or provide a means to transfer confidential
information from Sharyland to an affiliate, create an opportunity for preferential treatment or unfair
competitive advantage, lead to customer confusion, or create significant opportunities for crosssubsidization of affiliates.
This provision does not affect Sharyland's obligations under other law or regulations, such as the obligations
of a public utility holding company under 16 Tex. Admin. Code § 25.271(c)(2) (TAC) (relating to Foreign
Utility Company Ownership by Exempt Holding Companies).
E.

Sharing of Employees, Facilities, or Other Resources

Except as otherwise allowed in this manual, Sharyland shall not share employees, facilities, or other
resources with its competitive affiliates unless Sharyland can prove to the Commission prior to such sharing
that the sharing will not compromise the public interest.
Such sharing may be allowed if Sharyland implements adequate safeguards precluding employees of a
competitive affiliate from gaining access to information in a manner that would allow or provide a means
to transfer confidential information from Sharyland to an affiliate, create an opportunity for preferential
treatment or unfair competitive advantage, lead to customer confusion, or create significant opportunities
for cross-subsidization of affiliates.
F.

Sharing of Officers and Directors, Property, Equipment, Computer Systems, Information
Systems, and Corporate Support Services
1. Sharyland and a competitive affiliate may share common officers and directors, property,
equipment, computer systems, information systems, and corporate support services.
Sharyland will implement the following safeguards to preclude employees of a competitive
affiliate from gaining access to information in a manner that would allow or provide a means to
transfer confidential information from Sharyland to an affiliate, create an opportunity for
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preferential treatment or unfair competitive advantage, lead to customer confusion, or create
significant opportunities for cross-subsidization of affiliates.
2.

Sharyland's Affiliate Compliance Officer shall be responsible for compliance with the
procedures in this paragraph F.

3.

Shared Officers and Directors are those individuals who are officers and directors of both
Sharyland and a Sharyland cornpetitive affiliate.

4.

Shared Officers and Directors shall not provide confidential utility information to officers,
directors or employees of a Sharyland competitive affiliate.

5.

Shared Officers and Directors will not, with the intent of giving the competitive affiliate
an unfair advantage, participate in decisions as a competitive affiliate officer or director, or
attempt to influence the decisions of other competitive affiliate officers and directors, while
relying on confidential utility information.

6.

During Sharyland and Sharyland competitive affiliate board of directors meetings, Shared
officers and directors shall not disclose to competitive affiliate employees or officers or
directors who are not shared with Sharyland any confidential utility information. A Shared
Officer or Director attending such a board meeting will review the agenda to identify any
agenda items that present the opportunity for such disclosure and will communicate his or
her concern to the appropriate meeting participants to ensure that an inappropriate
disclosure does not occur.

7.

The Sharyland Affiliate Compliance Officer shall maintain a current list of Shared Officers
and Directors.

8.

Annually, Shared Officers and Directors shall sign a statement that they understand and
abide by the information-sharing provisions contained in Sharyland's Code of Conduct.

9.

Subject to these safeguards, Sharyland and Sharyland competitive affiliates may share
common officers and directors, property, equipment, computer systems, information
systems, and corporate support services.
III.

A.

EMPLOYEE TRANSFERS, TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENTS

General

This section sets forth certain rules applicable to Sharyland employees engaged in transmission or
distribution system operations, including persons employed by a service company affiliated with Sharyland
who are engaged in transmission systern operations on a day-to-day basis or have knowledge of
transmission or distribution system operations.
If such an employee has knowledge of confidential information and such employee is going to be assigned
or transferred to a competitive affiliate, such assignment or transfer cannot be for less than one year.
Assignment or transfer of such an employee is allowed as long as it is for a longer period.
Any such employee that is assigned or transferred to a competitive affiliate shall not remove or otherwise
provide or use confidential property or information gained from Sharyland or the affiliated service company
in a discriminatory or exclusive fashion, to the benefit of the competitive affiliate or to the detriment of nonaffiliated electric suppliers.
The exception to the restriction on assignment or transfer is that such employees may be temporarily
assigned to an affiliate or non-affiliated utility to assist in restoring power in the event of a major service
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interruption or assist in resolving emergency situations affecting system reliability. Within 30 days of the
above-described temporary assignment, Sharyland shall report this information to the Commission and
shall conspicuously post the information on its Internet site or other public electronic bulletin board for 30
consecutive calendar days.
B.

Process to Follow

Assignment or transfer of an employee from Sharyland, or an employee from a service company affiliated
with Sharyland who is engaged in transmission or distribution system operations on a day-to-day basis or
has knowledge of transmission or distribution system operations, to a competitive affiliate or vice versa
may be accomplished through either the employee's termination of employment with one company and
acceptance of ernployment with the other, or a transfer to another company, as long as the transfer of an
employee from the utility to an affiliate results in Sharyland bearing no ongoing costs associated with that
employee.
Such transferring employees shall sign a statement indicating that they are aware of and understand the
restrictions and penalties set forth in this section.
Sharyland also shall post a conspicuous notice of such a transfer on its Internet site or other public
electronic bulletin board within 24 hours and for at least 30 consecutive calendar days.
IV.
A.

CORPORATE SUPPORT SERVICES

General

Sharyland and its affiliates may share corporate support services such as joint corporate oversight,
governance, support systems and personnel.
Such provision of corporate support services shall not allow or provide a means for the transfer of
confidential information from Sharyland to a competitive affiliate, create the opportunity for preferential
treatment or unfair competitive advantage, lead to customer confusion, or create significant opportunities
for cross-subsidization of competitive affiliates.
-• • the Commission in Docket Nip—examples of services that may not
ExamplocExc-• .
be shared include engineering, purchasing of electric transmission, transmission and distribution system
operations, and marketing, unless such services are provided by a utility, or a separate affiliate created to
perform such services exclusively to affiliated regulated utilities and only for provision of regulated utility
services.
B.

Permitted Corporate Support Services

Services that may be shared include human resources, procurement, information technology, regulatory
services, administrative services, real estate services, legal services, accounting, environmental services,
research and development unrelated to marketing activity and/or business development for the competitive
affiliate regarding its services and products, internal audit, community relations, corporate communications,
financial services, financial planning and management support, corporate secretary, lobbying, and
corporate planning. Additomaj corporate suppoitaeixioes thal may be_ahared with non-oompetitiye
affiliates_p_u_zaoslatio
i
the_w_aiyar_ottained in .Dookat No—
inclusWiratismioi9n ansLilietribuf
Qp_e_Catane. enciin_e_e_r_ftlq—ifterketinq,b_usinee5 devekplient„...and pur.ohaaing of efactrio_traamisaim
e
facT
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V.
A.

TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN SHARYLAND AND AFFILIATES

General

Sharyland shall not subsidize the business activities of any affiliate with revenues from a regulated service.
In furtherance of that goal, this section sets forth provisions regarding transactions between Sharyland and
any affiliate. Section VI sets forth additional provisions regarding transactions between Sharyland and its
competitive affiliates.
Sharyland and its affiliates shall fully allocate costs for any shared services, including corporate support
services, offices, ernployees, property, equipment, computer systems, information systems, and any other
shared assets, services, or products. Sharyland will conduct business with its affiliates as if the parties to
the transaction were at arm's length. No transaction with an affiliate will occur without a legitimate business
purpose.
B.

Sale of Products or Services by Sharyland

Unless otherwise approved by the Commission and except for corporate support services, any sale of a
product or service by Sharyland shall be govemed by a tariff approved by the Commission. Products and
services shall be made available to any third-party entity on the same terms and conditions as Sharyland
makes those products and services available to its affiliates.
C.

Purchase of Products, Services or Assets by Sharyland

Products, services and assets shall be priced at levels that are fair and reasonable to the customers of
Sharyland and that reflect the market value of the product, service or asset.
D.

Transfer of Assets

Assets transferred from Sharyland to its affiliates shall be priced at levels that are fair and reasonable to
the customers of Sharyland and that reflect the market value of the assets or Sharyland's fully allocated
cost to provide those assets.
VI
A.

TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN SHARYLAND AND COMPETITIVE AFFILIATES

General

The provisions in the section apply to transactions with competitive affiliates and are in addition to those
set forth in Section V. Also, Sections VIII, IX and X set forth procedures to ensure non-preferential
treatment among affiliated and non-affiliated entities.
Transactions between Sharyland and its competitive affiliates shall be at arm's length. No transaction
with an affiliate will occur without a legitimate business purpose. Sharyland shall maintain a
contemporaneous written record of all transactions with its competitive affiliates, except those involving
corporate support services and those transactions governed by tariffs.
Such records shall include the date of the transaction, name of affiliate involved, name of a Sharyland
employee or an affiliated service company employee knowledgeable about the transaction, and a
description of the transaction. Such records shall be maintained by Sharyland for three years. See Section
Xl for more details regarding recordkeeping requirements.
B.

Products or Services Purchased by Sharyland from a Competitive Affiliate

Except for corporate support services, Sharyland may not enter into a transaction to purchase a product or
service from a competitive affiliate that has a per unit value of $75,000 or more, or a total value of $1
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million or more, unless the transaction is the result of a fair, competitive bidding process formalized in a
contract subject to the provisions of 16 TAC § 25.273 (relating to Contracts Between Electric Utilities and
Their Competitive Affiliates). See Section VII for details of the bidding process.
C.

Transfer of Assets

Any transfer from Sharyland to its competitive affiliates of assets with a per unit value of $75,000 or
more, or a total value of $1 million or more, must be the result of a fair, competitive bidding process
formalized in a contract subject to the provisions of 16 TAC § 25.273.
VII. REQUIREMENTS REGARDING CONTRACTS BETWEEN SHARYLAND AND COMPETITIVE
AFFILIATES
A.

Purpose

This section establishes the requirements for the implementation of contracts between Sharyland and its
competitive affiliates resulting from a fair, competitive bidding process.
B.

Competitive Bidding

Sharyland shall conduct competitive bidding to procure products and services, other than corporate support
services, that are offered by a competitive affiliate or to sell to any competitive affiliate assets that have a
per unit value of more than $75,000, or a total value of more than $1 rnillion.
1.

Notice

Sharyland shall provide reasonable notice of any request for proposals required pursuant to this
section. Such notice shall include:
notice by publication in trade journals or newspapers as appropriate;
notice by mail to persons who previously requested to be notified of the
request for proposals; and
conspicuous notice on Sharyland's Internet site or other public electronic
bulletin board.
2.

Independent Evaluator

Sharyland shall use an independent evaluator when a competitive affiliate's bid is included among
the bids to be evaluated. If an independent evaluator is required, Sharyland shall maintain a record
of communications with the independent evaluator. The independent evaluator shall identify in
writing the bids that are most advantageous and warrant negotiation and contract execution, in
accordance with the criteria set forth in the request for proposals. Sharyland retains responsibility
for final selection of products or services.
3.

Procedures

Sharyland shall make a request for proposals available to interested persons by conspicuously
posting the request on its Internet site or other public electronic bulletin board. The request for
proposals must clearly set forth the eligibility and selection criteria and shall specify the weight to
be given to any non-cost selection criteria. Sharyland shall strictly enforce the criteria specified in
the request for proposals.
4.
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Sharyland or the independent evaluator, as appropriate, shall evaluate each bid submitted in
accordance with the criteria specified in the request for proposals. Sharyland or the independent
evaluator may not give preferential treatment or consideration to any bid.
Sharyland is not required to accept a bid and may reject any or all bids in accordance with the
selection criteria specified in the request for proposals.
C.

Contracts

Sharyland shall file with the Commission a signed copy of any contracts entered into with a competitive
affiliate as the result of the fair, competitive bidding process. A contract shall include, at a minimum, the
following provisions: the effective date of the agreement and parties to the agreement; the term of the
agreement; a narrative describing the products or services provided to Sharyland, including a list by specific
service of all the affiliated companies who provide or receive these services, or a narrative describing the
assets being sold by Sharyland to the competitive affiliate; the obligations of the parties; the price for those
products, services, or assets governed by the contract; and billing and payment procedures.
VIII. SAFEGUARDS RELATING TO PROVISION OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
A.

No Preferential Treatment

If Sharyland makes a product or service, other than corporate support services, available to a competitive
affiliate, it shall make the same product or service available, contemporaneously and in the same manner,
to all similarly situated entities, and it shall apply its tariffs, prices, terms, conditions, and discounts for those
products and services in the same manner to all similarly situated entities.
Sharyland shall process all requests for a product or service from competitive affiliates or similarly situated
non-affiliated entities on a non-discriminatory basis.
If Sharyland's tariff allows for discretion in its application, Sharyland shall apply that provision in the same
manner to its competitive affiliates and similarly situated non-affiliates, as well as to their respective
customers.
If Sharyland's tariff allows no discretion in its application, Sharyland shall strictly apply the tariff.
Sharyland shall not use customer-specific contracts to circumvent these requirements. Sharyiand shall
not create a product or service arrangement with its competitive affiliate that is so unique that no
competitor could be sirnilarly situated to utilize the product or service.
B.

Discounts, Rebates, Fee Waivers

If Sharyland offers its competitive affiliate or grants a request from its competitive affiliate for a discount,
rebate, fee waiver, or alternative tariff terms and conditions for any product or service, it must make the
same benefit contemporaneously available, on a non-discriminatory basis, to all similarly situated nonaffiliates.
Sharyland shall post a conspicuous notice on its Internet site or public electronic bulletin board for at least
30 consecutive calendar days providing the following information: the name of the competitive affiliate
involved in the transaction; the rate charged; the normal rate or tariff condition(s); the period for which the
benefit applies; the quantities and the delivery points involved in the transaction (if any); any conditions
or requirements applicable to the benefit, along with documentation of any cost differential underlying the
benefit, and the procedures by which non-affiliates may obtain the sarne benefit.
Sharyland shall maintain records of such information for a minimum of three years, and shall make
such records available for third-party review within three working days of a written request, or at a time
mutually agreeable to Sharyland and the third-party. See Section Xl for more details regarding
recordkeeping requirements.
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Sharyland shall not create any arrangement with its cornpetitive affiliate that is so unique that no
competitor could be similarly situated to benefit from the discount, rebate, fee waiver, or alternative tariff
terms and conditions.
C.

Tying Arrangements Prohibited

Sharyland shall not condition the provision of any product, service, pricing benefit, or alternative terms or
conditions upon the purchase of any other good or service from Sharyland or its competitive affiliate.
IX.
A.

INFORMATION SAFEGUARDS

Proprietary Customer Information

Sharyland shall provide proprietary customer information to a customer upon request by that customer.
Sharyland may release proprietary customer information to an independent organization as defined by
PURA §39.151.
Sharyland may release proprietary customer information to a provider of corporate support services for the
sole purpose of providing corporate support services.
Sharyland may release proprietary customer information to another entity where authorized or requested
to do so by the Commission or where required to do so by law, regulation or legal process.
Sharyland may release proprietary customer information to a federal, state, or local governmental entity or
in connection with a court or administrative proceeding involving the customer or the utility; provided,
however, that Sharyland shall take all reasonable actions to protect the confidentiality of such information,
including, but not limited to, providing such information under a confidentiality agreement or protective
order, and shall also promptly notify the affected customer in writing that such information has been
requested.
In any circumstance other than those listed above, Sharyland shall not release any proprietary customer
information to a competitive affiliate or to any other entity unless Sharyland obtains prior affirmative
written consent or other verifiable authorization from the customer as determined by the Commission.
Sharyland shall maintain records that include the date, time, and nature of information released when it
releases proprietary customer information to another entity in accordance with this section. Sharyland shall
maintain records of such information for a minimum of three years, and shall make the records available
for third-party review within three working days of a written request, or at a time mutually agreeable to
Sharyland and the third-party. See Section XI for more details regarding recordkeeping requirements.
If proprietary customer information is released to an independent organization or a provider of corporate
support services, the independent organization or entity providing corporate support services is subject to
the rules in this subsection with respect to releasing the information to other persons.
When the third-party requesting review of the records is not the customer, Commission, or Office of Public
Utility Counsel, the records may be redacted in such a way as to protect the customer's identity.
B.

Customer Information

Sharyland may aggregate non-proprietary customer information including, but not limited to, information
about Sharyland's sales or operations or about Sharyland's energy-related goods or services.
Except in circumstances solely involving the provision of corporate support services in accordance with
Section IV of this manual, Sharyland shall aggregate non-proprietary customer information for a competitive
affiliate only if Sharyland makes such aggregation service available to all non-affiliates under the same
terms and conditions and at the same price as it is made available to any of its affiliates.
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In addition, at least 24 hours prior to Sharyland providing the aggregate customer information to its
competitive affiliate, Sharyland shall post a conspicuously placed notice on its Internet site or other public
electronic bulletin board for at least 30 consecutive calendar days providing the following information: the
name of the competitive affiliate to which the information will be provided, the rate charged for the
information, a meaningful description of the information provided, and the procedures by which nonaffiliates rnay obtain the same information under the same terms and conditions.
Sharyland shall maintain records of such information for a minimum of three years, and shall make
such records available for third-party review within three working days of a written request, or at a time
mutually agreeable to Sharyland and the third-party. See Section Xl for more details regarding
recordkeeping requirements.
C.

Transmission and Distribution Information

Sharyland shall not allow preferential access by its competitive affiliates to information about its
transmission and distribution systems.
D.

Other Limitations on Information Disclosure

Nothing in the Commission's rule is intended to alter the specific limitations on disclosure of confidential
information in the Texas Utilities Code, the Texas Government Code, Chapter 552, or the Commission's
substantive and procedural rules.
E.

Other Information

Except as otherwise allowed in this manual and except for information required to perform corporate support
services, Sharyland shall not share information with competitive affiliates unless Sharyland can prove to
the Commission, prior to any such sharing, that the sharing will not compromise the public interest.
Information that is publicly available or that is unrelated in any way to utility activities may be shared.
X.
A.

SAFEGUARDS RELATED TO JOINT MARKETING AND ADVERTISING

Joint Marketing, Advertising and Promotional Materials

Sharyland shall not:
•

Provide or acquire leads on behalf of its competitive affiliates;

•

Solicit business or acquire information on behalf of its competitive affiliates;

•

Give the appearance of speaking or acting on behalf of any of its competitive affiliates;

•

Share market analysis reports or other types of proprietary or non-publicly available
reports, including, but not limited to, market forecast, planning, or strategic reports, with its
cornpetitive affiliates;

•

Represent to customers or potential customers that it can offer competitive retail services
bundled with its tariffed services; or

•

Request authorization from its customers to pass on information exclusively to its
competitive affiliate.

Sharyland shall not engage in joint marketing, advertising, or promotional activities of its products or
services with those of a competitive affiliate in a manner that favors the affiliate.
Joint marketing, advertising, or promotional activities include, but are not limited to, the following activities:
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Acting or appearing to act on behalf of a competitive affiliate in any communications and
contacts with any existing or potential customers;
Joint sales calls;

B.

•

Joint proposals, either as requests for proposals or responses to requests for proposals;

•

Joint promotional communications or correspondence;

•

Joint presentations at trade shows, conferences, or other marketing events within the
State of Texas; and

•

Providing links between any of Sharyland's Internet websites and social media platforms,
and any of the websites and social media platforms of competitive affiliates.

Non-Sales Meetings

Sharyland may not solicit customers to request a non-sales meeting with it and its competitive affiliate.
At a customees unsolicited request, Sharyland may participate in non-sales meetings with a competitive
affiliate to discuss technical or operational subjects regarding Sharyland's provision of transmission or
distribution services to the customer, but only in the same manner and to the same extent Sharyland
participates in such meetings with unaffiliated electric or energy services suppliers and their customers.
Sharyland shall not listen to, view, or otherwise participate in any way in a sales discussion between a
customer and a competitive affiliate or an unaffiliated electric or energy services supplier.
C.

Requests for Specific Competitive Affiliate Information

If a customer or potential customer makes an unsolicited request to Sharyland for information specifically
about any of its competitive affiliates, Sharyland may refer the customer or potential customer to the
competitive affiliate for more information.
The only information that Sharyland may provide to the customer or potential customer is the competitive
affiliate's address and telephone number.
Sharyland shall not transfer the customer directly to the competitive affiliate's customer service office via
telephone or provide any other electronic link whereby the customer could contact the competitive affiliate
through Sharyland.
When providing the customer or potential customer information about the competitive affiliate, Sharyland
shall not promote its competitive affiliate or its cornpetitive affiliate's products or services, nor shall it offer
the customer or potential customer any opinion regarding the service of the competitive affiliate or any
other service provider.
Sharyland may not solicit a customer or potential customer to make a request of Sharyland for information
specifically about one of its competitive affiliates.
D.

Requests for General Information

If a customer or potential customer requests general information from Sharyland about products or services
provided by its competitive affiliate or its affiliate's competitors, Sharyland shall not promote its competitive
affiliate or its affiliate's products or services, nor shall Sharyland offer the customer or potential customer
any opinion regarding the service of the competitive affiliate or any other service provider.
Sharyland may direct the customer or potential customer to a telephone directory or to the Commission, or
provide the customer with a recent list of suppliers developed and maintained by the Commission.
Sharyland may not refer the customer or potential customer to the competitive affiliate except as
provided in the previous section.
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XI.

RECORDKEEPING REQUIREMENTS

Sharyland shall maintain records documenting all transactions with its competitive affiliates (except those
involving corporate support services and those transactions governed by tariffs), including, but not limited
to, all discounts, rebates, fee waivers and altemative tariff terms and conditions.
Sharyland shall maintain such records for a minimum of three years and longer if the Commission or another
government agency so requires. Sharyland shall make such records available for third-party review upon
three working days notice (three working days), or at a time mutually agreeable to the utility and third-party.
Transactions to/from competitive affiliates
The records will include:
Date of transaction
Name of affiliate
Name of employee knowledgeable about the transaction
Description of the transaction
Transfer of Assets
The records will include:
Date of transfer
Nlame of affiliate
Name of employee knowledgeable about the transfer
Description of the asset
Transfer of employees covered by Section III
The records will include:
Identifying code for transferring employee
Respective titles held while at each entity
Effective dates of transfer

Discounts, Rebates, Fee Waivers, Alternative Tariff Terms and Conditions
The records will include:
Name of the competitive affiliate involved
Rate charged
Normal rate or tariff condition
Period for which the benefit applies
Quantities and delivery points involved in the transaction (if any)
Any conditions or requirements applicable to the benefit along with documentation of any
cost differential underlying the benefit
Procedures by which non-affiliates may obtain the benefit
Information Release
(a)

Proprietary Customer Information
Date
Time
Nature of information

(b)

Aggregate Information
Name of competitive affiliate to which information is provided
Rate charged for information
IVleaningful description of information provided
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Procedures on how a non-affiliate may obtain the information on the same terms and
conditions.
XI!. ANNUAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
A.

• Annual Report of Affiliate Activities

A "Report of Affiliate Activities" shall be filed annually with the Commission. Using forms approvéd by the
Commission, Sharyland shall report activities among itself and its affiliates in accordance with the
requirements in this section. The report shall be filed by June 1, and shall encompass the period from
January 1 through December 31 of the preceding year.
B.

Copies of Contracts or Agreements

Sharyland shall reduce to writing and file with the Commission copies of any contracts or agreements it has
with its affiliates. The requirements of this subsection are not satisfied by the filing of an earnings report.
All contracts or agreements shall be filed by June 1 of each year as attachments to the Report of Affiliate
Activities required in Section M.A. of this manual. In subsequent years, if no significant changes have
been made to the contract or agreement, an amendment sheet may be filed in lieu of refiling the entire
contract or agreement.
C.

Tracking Migration of Employees

Sharyland shall track and document the movement between Sharyland and its competitive affiliates of all
employees engaged in transmission or distribution system operations, including persons employed by a
service company affiliated with Sharyland who are engaged in transmission or distribution system
operations on a day-to-day basis or have knowledge of transmission or distribution system operations.
Employee migration information shall be included in Sharyland's Report of Affiliate Activities. The tracking
information shall include an identification code for the migrating employee, the respective titles held while
employed at each entity, and the effective dates of the migration.
D.

Annual Reporting of Informal Complaint Resolution

Sharyland shall report to the Commission information regarding the nature and status of informal complaints
handled in accordance with Section XIV of this manual. The information reported shall include the name
of the complainant and a summary report of the complaint, including all relevant dates, companies involved,
employees involved, the specific claim, and any actions taken to address the complaint. Such information
on all informal complaints that were initiated or remained unresolved during the reporting period shall be
included in Sharyland's Report of Affiliate Activities.
E.

Reporting of Deviations from the Code of Conduct

Sharyland shall report information regarding the instances in which deviations from the code of conduct
were necessary to ensure.public safety and system reliability pursuant to Section III.A. of this manual. The
information reported shall include the nature of the circumstances requiring the deviation, the action taken
by Sharyland and the parties involved, and the date of deviation. Within 30 days of each deviation,
Sharyland shall report this information to the Commission and shall conspicuously post the information
on its Internet site or a public electronic bulletin board for 30 consecutive calendar days. Such information
shall be summarized in Sharyland's Report of Affiliate Activities.
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F.

Annual Update of Compliance Plans

Sharyland shall ensure that its annual Report of Affiliate Activities reflects all approved changes to its
compliance plans, including those changes that result from the creation of new affiliates.
XIII. COMPLIANCE AUDITS
At a minimum, every third year, Sharyland shall have an audit prepared by independent auditors that
verifies that Sharyland is in compliance with this section. For a utility that has no competitive affiliates,
the audit may consist solely of an affidavit stating that the utility has no competitive affiliates. Sharyland
shall file the results of each audit with the Commission within one month of the audit's completion. The
cost of the audits shall not be charged to ratepayers.
Compliance monitoring will be performed periodically throughout the year and will include those tests
necessary to give reasonable assurance that the utility and all its affiliates are in compliance with code of
conduct rules as well as any other Commission or FERC guidelines related to affiliate transactions.
XIV. ENSURING COMPLIANCE FOR NEW AFFILIATES
Sharyland and a new affiliate shall be bound by the Code of Conduct immediately upon creation of the new
affiliate. Upon the creation of a new affiliate that (a) is a competitive affiliate or (b) has or is expected to
have any transactions with Sharyland, Sharyland shall immediately post a conspicuous notice of the new
affiliate on its Internet site or other public electronic bulletin board for at least 30 consecutive calendar days.
Within 30 days of creation of the new affiliate, Sharyland shall file an update to its internal code of conduct
and compliance plan, including all changes due to the addition of the new affiliate. A list of affiliates
meeting the described criteria is included at Attachment A.
Sharyland shall ensure that any interaction with the new affiliate is in compliance with this manual.
XV.
A.

REMEDIES AND ENFORCEMENT

Informal Complaint Procedure

The following procedure shall be utilized for addressing alleged violations of Sharyland's code of conduct.
All complaints shall be placed in writing and shall be referred to a designated officer of Sharyland. All
complaints shall contain the name of the complainant and a detailed factual report of the complaint,
including all relevant dates, companies involved, employees involved, and specific claim.
The designated officer shall acknowledge receipt of complaint in writing within five days of receipt. The
designated officer shall provide a written report communicating the results of the preliminary investigation
to the complainant within thirty days after receipt of the cornplaint, including a description of any course of
action that will be taken.
In the event Sharyland and the complainant are unable to resolve the complaint, the complainant may file
a formal complaint with the Commission. Sharyland shall notify the complainant of his or her right to file
a formal complaint with the Commission, and shall provide the complainant with the Commission's address
and telephone number.
Sharyland and the complainant shall make a good faith effort to resolve complaint on an informal basis as
promptly as practicable. The informal complaint process shall not be a prerequisite for filing a formal
complaint with the Commission, and the Commission may, at any time, institute a complaint against
Sharyland on its own motion.
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B.

Enforcement by the Commission

A violation or series or set of violations that materially impairs, or is reasonably likely to materially
impair, the ability of a person to compete in a competitive market shall be deemed an abuse of market
power.
In addition to other methods that may be available, the Commission may enforce the provisions of its rules
by:
•

Seeking an injunction or civil penalties to eliminate or remedy the violation or series or
set of violations;

•

Suspending, revoking, or amending a certificate or registration as authorized by PURA
§39.356; or

•

Pursuing administrative penalties under PURA, Chapter 15, Subchapter B.

The imposition of one penalty does not preclude the imposition of other penalties as appropriate for the
violation or series or set of violations.
In assessing penalties, the Commission shall consider the following factors:

C.

•

Sharyland's prior history of violations;

•

Sharyland's efforts to comply with the Commission's rules, including the extent to which
Sharyland has adequately and physically separated its offices, communications,
accounting systems, information systems, lines of authority, and operations from its
affiliates, and efforts to enforce these rules;

•

The nature and degree of economic benefit gained by the utilitys comPetitive affiliate;

•

The damages or potential damages resulting from the violation or series or set of
violations.;;

•

The size of the business of the competitive affiliate involved;

•

The penaltys likely deterrence offuture violations; and

•

Such other factors deemed appropriate and material to the particular circumstances of the
violation or series or set of violations.

No Immunity from Antitrust Enforcement

Nothing in the Commission's affiliate rules shall confer immunity from state or federal antitrust laws.
Sanctions imposed by the Commission for violations of its Code of Conduct rule do not affect or preempt
antitrust liability, but rather are in addition to any antitrust liability that may apply to the anticompetitive
activity. Therefore, antitrust remedies also may be sought in federal or state court to cure anticompetitive
activities.
D.

No immunity from Civil Relief

Nothing in the Commission's affiliate rules precludes any form of civil relief that may be available under
federal or state law.
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Acknowledgment
I have received and read Sharyland Utilities Code of Conduct Compliance Manual (the "cbde). I
understand its contents, including its provisions related to the sharing of information, and agree to abide by
it. I acknowledge that the Code is a set of rules that apply to the interactions between Sharyland Utilities
and its affiliates to avoid potential market-power abuses and cross-subsidization between regulated and
unregulated activities. I understand that it is binding on me as part of the conditions of my employrnent
or continued employment, and I consent to its terms. My failure to comply with the Code may result in
disciplinary action, up to and including the immediate termination of my employrnent.
I further understand my responsibility to report violations or potential violations of this Code to Vicki
Oswalt, the officer designated to receive such reports, in accordance with Section XV of the Code. Reporting
a problem will not result in mistreatment or retaliation by anyone, including any managers or supervisors that
may be in question.
This Code is an additional statement of Sharyland Utilities' company policy; it does not replace or
supersede other company policies of Sharyland Utilities.
Confidentiality of Information
I am aware that confidential information may be made available to me during the course of my
employment, including, for example, proprietary customer information, trade secrets, operations or financial
information, concepts, plans for expansion, information about Sharyland's transmission or distribution
system, and other related information. I understand that this confidential information must not be shared
with employees of a competitive affiliate or any other entity, unless disclosure is permitted by Sharyland
Utilities, the Code, and the Rules of the Public Utility Commission of Texas. While employed, as well as
after my termination of employment, whether voluntary or involuntary, I agree not to utilize or exploit this
information with or disclose it to any individual or company.

Signature:
Printed Name:
Date:
Please return this form to:
Sharyland Utilities, L.L.C.
1900 North Akard St.
Dallas, Texas 75201
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Attachment A

Sharyland Affiliates Subject to the Code of Conduct Manual

Affiliate Name
Hunt Consolidated, inc.
Hunt Energy Solutions,
L.L.C.
Hunt Electric Power
Marketing, L.L.C.
Hunt Energy Enterprises,
L.L.C.
HEE Solar, L.L.C.
Hunt Utility Services, LLC
Sharyland Holdings, L.P.
Oncor Electric Delivery
Company, LLC
Oncor Electric Delivery
Company NTU LLC (f/k/a
Sharyland Distribution and
Transmission Services,
L.L.C.)*
Sempra Gas & Power
Marketing, LLC

Legal Structure

Relationship

Corporation
Limited Liability Company

Affiliate
Affiliate

Limited Liability Company

Affiliate

Limited Liability Company

Affiliate

Limited Liability Company
Limited Liability Company
Limited Partnership
Limited Liability Company

Affiliate
Affiliate
Sole Member
Affiliate

Limited Liability Company

Affiliate

.

Limited Liability Company

Affiliate

*Oncor Electric Delivery Company NTU is included in accordance with Ordering Paragraph 3 of Docket
No. 48929.
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